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Abstract-The fractal meandering approach to microstrip
circuit miniaturization is limited by the need to maintain
characteristic impedance. In this work we show that uniform and
non-uniform shunt loading can be used yield a further level of
miniaturization of Koch fractal meandered microstrips and is
applied to the miniaturization of a 1 GHz bandstop filter. The
miniaturized filter has an area 11 % of the area of a filter using
straight microstrips alone, and 57 % of the area of a filter
miniaturized by second order fractal meandering alone.

I. INTRODUCTION

Transmission line circuits underscores microwave
technology offering realization opportunities unavailable to
low frequency circuit technology. Some circuit examples that
exploit transmission line include branchline couplers, rat-race
couplers, and transmission line filters. The physical length of
transmission lines are inversely proportional to frequency so
transmission line circuits operating at low microwave
frequencies tend to be large.

Often transmission lines are realized with microstrips on a
printed circuit board (PCB) or on a semiconductor substrate.
Circuits comprising microstrip elements, such as branchline
and rat-race couplers, tend to leave large areas of the printed
circuit board interior to the coupler unoccupied.
Meandering of the microstrip is often used to make better

use of PCB area. Meandered microstrips generally have a
rectangular boundary which may be sub-optimal in
applications employing several microstrip sections. For
example, a triangular or a sectoral shaped boundary, are a
better choice for branchline and rat-race couplers [1].

Slow-wave microstrip structures can achieve a given
electrical length with a shorter structure as well as occupy
PCB area interior to rat-race and branchline couplers [2]-[5]. A
combination of meandering of slow-wave structures [6][7],
and fractal meandering of microstrips [8][9] has also been
applied to achieve compact microstrip structures.

Coupling between parallel microstrips limits the extent of
conventional meandering. Fractal meandering has the
advantage of separating parallel microstrips. Another
advantage of fractal meandering is that the boundary geometry
is maintained with each iteration [8][9]. A true fractal involves
an infinite number of iterations, but when applied to microstrip,
at most two iterations can be achieved [8] [9]. It is therefore the
purpose of this work to investigate further size reductions in a

fractal meander using periodic shunt loading. Section II
discusses the challenges facing fractal meandering of
microstrips, Section III considers periodic loading of the
fractal microstrip and Section IV applies the proposed Fractal
microstrip to a bandstop filter [10].

II. FRACTAL MEANDERING CHALLENGES

We consider the Koch fractal [9] as it has a triangular
boundary which makes it attractive for the square shaped
bandstop filter [10]. Fig. 1 shows the initiator (a straight
microstrip), and the first two Koch fractal meander iterations.
In all three cases, the microstrips have the same electrical
length and characteristic impedance. Essentially, at each
iteration, all the straight microstrip sections are divided into
five equal lengths, which are configured as shown in Fig. 1 (b).
The resulting triangular boundary is apparent which makes it
an elegant component in a branch-line coupler [9], or a
bandstop filter [10], employing four 900 microstrips forming a
loop. Ideally, the dimensions and area of a triangular boundary
are respectively 60 00 and 36 00 of the triangular boundary of
the previous iteration.
However, unlike theoretical fractals, the width of the

microstrip must remain constant to maintain the required
characteristic impedance. It is apparent from Fig. l(c) that
further iterations are not possible as the lengths of the straight
elements are equal in size to the bends. This problem is
exacerbated by the need to reduce microstrip length to
compensate for the additional phase shift caused by bends
introduced at each iteration [9].

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Koch fractal meandered microstrips with the same electrical lengths: (a)
zeroth order or initiator, (b) first iteration and (c) second iteration
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It is also clear from Fig. 1(c) that the width of the microstrip
dominates meander boundary dimensions at higher iterations
thereby restricting the amount of size reduction achieved at
each iteration.

Realizations thus far reported operated at 2.4 GHz where a
second iteration was made possible by either considering high
impedance (hence narrow) microstrips [8] or using a very thin
substrate thereby reducing microstrip width proportionally [9].
The challenge is to consider realization of normal values of
characteristic impedance (eg. 50 Q) and use a practical
substrate thickness.
We consider a 50 Q microstrip whose electrical length is 900

at 1 GHz and is realized on a 0.254 mm thick substrate whose
dielectric constant is 2.22. The width and length of a straight
microstrip to achieve this is 0.76 mm and 54.7 mm
respectively. A bandstop filter [10] constructed from such
straight microstrips would have an area of 3075 mm2.
Although a second order fractal iteration is possible (including
compensation for bend phase shifts), a third iteration is
unachievable. Never-the-less, the longest dimension of the
second order fractal meander is 21.9 mm or 40 00 of the
original straight microstrip length. This is to be compared
with an ideal second order fractal which would have a length
36 00 of the initiator. The area of a bandstop filter [10] using
the second order fractal meander would be 571 mm2 which is
19 0o of the area of a filter using straight microstrips alone.
The challenge is to further reduce the circuit size.

III. SHUNT-LOADED FRACTAL-MEANDER

It is well known that periodic shunt loading of transmission
lines results in shorter structures to achieve a given electrical
length [2]-[5]. Another important benefit of periodic shunt
loading is that the microstrip width can be reduced to maintain
a certain characteristic impedance [11], and this is useful to
address the above mentioned fractal meander restrictions due
to microstrip width.
A number of loading geometries were considered. Fig. 2

shows shunt loading of each straight element of the second
order fractal meander. In both case depicted in Fig. 2 the
triangular boundary is maintained. With loading on one side
(Fig. 2(a)), the horizontal length is 20.4 mm and microstrip
width is 0.67 mm. With loading on both sides (Fig. 2(b), the
horizontal length is 19.1 mm and the microstrip width is 0.37
mm. Compared to the second order fractal, a size reduction of
13 0o has been achieved for the structure of Fig. 2(b).
The second order fractal structures of Fig. 2 comprise five

first order sub-fractals whose electrical lengths are 180. Each
of these first order fractals has unoccupied area in its loop.
Therefore, the middle stub of each first order fractal was
extended to increase loading of each 180 first order fractal. Fig.
3 shows a resulting second order fractal and its horizontal
length is 17.9 mm (representing an 18 00 size reduction
compared to the second order fractal meander) and the

microstrip width is 0.36 mm. Non-uniform loading in
conjunction with uniform periodic loading was also considered
to fill unoccupied PCB area. Fig. 4 shows the resulting
structure and its horizontal length is 16.3 mm (26 00 size
reduction compared to the second order fractal meander) and
the microstrip width is 0.22 mm. This level of size reduction
is comparable to that ideally achievable with an extra fractal
iteration. Moreover, the geometries of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 look
similar to third order fractal iterations when viewed from a
distance.

4 20.4mm p

(a)

4 19.1 mm - *

(b)

Fig. 2. Uniform periodic loading of the second order meander: (a) loading on
one side, and (b) loading on both sides

4 17.9 mm - *

Fig. 3. Second order fractal with two levels of uniform loading

4 16.3 mm p-

Fig. 4. Second order fractal with non-uniform and
two levels of uniform loading
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The loaded fractals of Fig. 2 - Fig. 4 were designed with the
aid of the "fine-tune" tool of Microwave OfficeTM [12]. Only
the main microstrip width and section lengths were the
independent (and hence tuned) variables. The stubs lengths
and widths were all related to the main microstrip width and
length to ensure geometric constraints were satisfied. The
objective of tuning was to achieve minimum reflection
(reference to 50 Q) and 900 insertion phase. During the design
phase, the circuit simulator was used for computation speed.
Due to the close proximity of microstrip discontinuities and

the close proximity of microstrip elements, full-wave
electromagnetic (EM) simulations were also performed. The
cell size was 0.04 mm x 0.04 mm during the EM simulations
which is extremely small compared to the wavelength but
necessarily small to accurately resolve the fine details of the
structures. Fig. 5 shows both the circuit and EM simulation
results for the structures shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The EM
simulated phase is not shown as it was nearly identical to the
circuit simulations. Based upon the EM simulation results, the
actual characteristic impedance is estimated to be 58 Q and 60
Q for the structures of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively.
The smallest spacing between separation between parallel

copper track edges for either of the meanders of Fig. 3 or Fig.
4 is 0.24 mm. This is well within the capability of PCB router
technology [13].
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filter realized using the meandered microstrips of Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4. The filters of Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) occupy an area of
400 mm2 and 330 mm2 respectively. This means that the filter
of Fig. 6(b) occupies 11 00 of the area of a filter using straight
microstrips alone or 57 00 of the area of a filter using the
second order fractal meanders. This is to be compared to an
ideal third order Koch fractal which would have an area of 5 %
of the area of the square initiator and 36 00 of the second order
fractal.

Circuit simulations of the two filters in Fig. 6 were
performed and the results are shown in Fig. 7. EM simulation
of the complete filters was not possible due to the computation
time. Rather, EM simulation results for the fractals of Fig. 3
and Fig. 4 were combined with a few extra circuit elements (eg.
bends and short microstrips to connect the four fractal
meanders) to obtain the EM simulation results shown in Fig. 7.
The EM results differ only slightly from the circuit simulation
results. This outcome stems from the insensitivity filter to
characteristic impedance; rather it is the electrical length that is
critical.
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Fig. 5. Simulated S-parameter frequency responses of
the structures shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4

IV. COMPACT BAND-STOP FILTER

A bandstop filter can be constructed with a microstrip loop
whose circumference is one guide-wavelength at the stop
frequency and whose ports are located one-quarter guide-
wavelength apart on the loop [10]. Fig. 6 shows this type of

(b)

Fig. 6. Bandstop filters using four fractal meanders of
the type shown in: (a) Fig. 3, and (b) Fig. 4

These simulations ignore spurious coupling between the
four meanders. However, the very nature of the fractal
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geometry means that most elements of one meander are
separated by a significant distance from elements of the other
meanders. The exception is that 6 bends of each meander are
about 0.3 mm (compared with the substrate thickness of 0.254
mm) from corresponding bends of adjacent meanders. EM
simulations of a pair of bends in such close proximity show
that the coupling is very small and therefore the EM
simulation results shown in Fig. 7 are representative.

Filter of Fig 6(a)
- - - Filter of Fig 6(b)
* Filter of Fig 6(a) [EM Simulation]
* Filter of Fig 6(b) [EM Simulation]
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Fig. 7. Simulated response of the filters shown in Fig. 6

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown that both uniform periodic and
non-uniform shunt loading of fractal meandered microstrips
results in significant reduction of size. The amount of size
reduction is comparable to that achieved by a fractal iteration.
The resulting structures could be manufactured using PCB
router technology. The shunt loading was achieved by constant
width microstrip sections and the stubs partially fill otherwise
unoccupied PCB area. There still remains unutilized PCB area
and this could be utilizing by using stub geometries similar to
the void geometries.
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